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Abstract 

 
Now-a-days, the most organizations are using cameras at all places in order to monitor the activities going in their daily works 24/7 type. 

The purpose of recording all activities is to provide security and safeness to the property of their organization, as well as to find out the 

thefts happened or to identify any odd behavior of person about the complained situation. In this context, It takes more time to watch the 

long length video in predicting the right entity. There were other methods which require witness of some persons and time of the day. It 

is a manual approach to check the scene in the video recorded. It is unreliable. The alternative approach proposed is usage of advanced 

spotter in which cameras with sensors were attached in all places. The benefits of this proposed study is automatic fixing of spot in the 

recording of the videos when the objects behavior is predicted beyond the normal level. Hence, this automatic approach helps to the 

organizations where less time taken to find out the odd scenes which are tracked by the advanced spotter. 
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1. Introduction 

In the olden days, there are many manual approaches to enquiry 

about some event happened which might involves robbery, theft, 

murder, identifying whether a person is attended the office or not 

in relevance to the case given, and etc. First approach is purely 

manual method in which the enquiry starts by interacting with 

many objects like persons to know about the truth of the happened 

event. This method is much waiting take taking process in solving 

the problem. The duration may be 1 day to few days to even a 

month. Second is semi manual method in which both equipment 

and persons interaction are involved. This method involves watch-

ing of equipment like web cameras in identifying the actuals and 

requires interactions with the persons. It is some-how better per-

formance than purely manual method. It takes less time to predict 

the solution for the problem raised. To overcome delay in time to 

provide a solution for the event occurred, a novel method is re-

quired which is fully dependent on the equipment using spotter as 

a mark in the recording of a video and less dependent on interac-

tion with required persons. This method has more accuracy in 

giving the solution for a given problem. There are many benefits 

of using advanced spotter software in the sensor-ed inbuilt camer-

as. 

 

Here is a list of methods used in solving a problem ad their disad-

vantages and advantages are mentioned along with them. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of methods used for solution 

Method Name Disadvantage Advantage 

Manual method 

Requires persons 

response, time for the 
solution is not guaran-

teed, forgery may be 

Solution might be depend-

ent on persons related to the 
event occurred 

allowed 

Semi Manual 

method 

Requires to interacts 

with equipment like 

camera for watching 

the video. 

1) It is better compared to 

manual 

2) Solution guaranteed  

Automatic 

Method 

Dependent on the 

software in the equip-
ment 

1) Most better than earlier 

methods 
2) Solution guaranteed 

Among listed methods, automated method gives the result in less 

time and is not dependent on external people. Only operator is 

enough to give judgment about the specific activity happened. 

2. Proposed Methodology 

Here, the methodology taken is cameras with built in sensors us-

ing advanced spotter technology at the client side in order to get 

solution after the enquiry. 

 

Here, the architecture and working functionality of this proposed 

model is brought out. Also, the advanced spotter software tech-

nology is developed using specific pseudo code. 

The following specifies the pseudo code of proposed model: 

Pseudo_Procedure Advanced_Spotter(Input Rvideo, Input Sen-

sorData): 

 

Input: Rvideo, sensors 

Output: video_with_spotters 

 

1. First load sample clips in identifying and usage of tools 

or abnormal behaviors in the video recorded as an initial 

step. 
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2. In recording the scenes itself, sensors will come into 

function based on tools used or abnormal behaviors.  

3. Sensors will come into function based on activity. If 

such clips or abnormal behavior is found, spot is added 

using color markers. Yellow is used for usage of tools 

like knife, axe, chains and wild spare parts of a vehicle, 

green is used for usage of gun, pistols, and advanced 

mission guns, white is used for abnormal behavior like 

trying to escape from people, attacking on people, stolen 

kind of things, and etc., cyan for representing odd ac-

tions like moving of hands, and speed of talking with 

abuse words and etc. Like this, this customization will 

help to keep the colors in the recorded video.  

4. Using these colored marks, the user can easily find the 

situations. The software developed will result output is 

video with spotters. 

The advantage of advanced spotter facility in the organizations 

recorded videos is less time it took to identify the specific activity 

through colored marker rather than random point location and 

check. In future, every routine is becoming the automatic. This 

facility may become excellent rewarding in upcoming generations 

in identifying the odd scenes.  

 

The following is the existing method what we are using : 

 
Fig.1. Working of Existing semi-automatic methodology 

 

The above existing method requires some part dependent on ma-

chine and some part dependent on true people. This method in-

volves identification of specific activity in the recorded video 

based on the input given by the people involved in the scene. If 

people involved gives wrong input, the time to give judgment 

should be delayed. To get the judgment in less time without any 

need of people for external help, an automated method using ad-

vanced spotter technology using sensors attached to the cameras 

that were installed. 

 

The proposed method works on using sensors attached to each and 

every camera. The sensors will have to sense specific activities 

and sense any activity which is not fallen in the predefined activi-

ties list and make it as special mark compared to predefined mark-

ers in the recorded video. The activity fall under special will take 

different color “bright purple”. 

 

If any combination of activities is identified, their colors will be 

marked on the marker placed in the recorded video. If two activi-

ties combination are used in the scene, their equal sized colors are 

represented in the marker position in the video recorded. This 

automatic spotter will be user friendly and accurate in predicting 

the scenes using sensors in-built in them. 

 

The following specifies the architecture of working of advanced 

spotter in processing of organizations large size videos of a day. 

The following is the existing method what we are using : 

  
Fig.2. Working of automatic methodology using advanced spotter technol-

ogy 
 

The above method will be useful a lot in coming generations and 

is automatic.  

 

When compared automatic method with semi-automated method, 

main factor influencing is time consumption in giving judgment, 

another factor is results provide accurate judgment whereas results 

may change because of un-trusty people involved in the scene in 

case of semi-automatic approach, and last but not least automatic 

approach is more customized. The automated approach includes 

time frames also in the recorded video. The time frame involves 

starting time of the activity and end time of that activity. This 

facility is useful a lot to the end user in seeing the specific activi-

ties using the time frames.  

 

For the organizations, the Bosses or CEOs of that organization 

need not reside in the office, but they will monitor issues going to 

be raised during the working hours. This automated approach will 

enhanced by installing the appropriate sensors in the cameras to 

the level in which customized activities scenes will be posted so 

that clips involving customized actions will be posted to the man-

agement of the organization in order to assess the performance of 

the employee or staff working in that organization. 

 

The customized advanced spotter working is depicted as follows: 

 
Fig.3. Working of automatic methodology using advanced spotter technol-

ogy 
 

The above customized spotter methodology, will be shaped and 

designed according to the demands of concerned management.  

The detailed screens obtained using these two approaches are 

different and are listed in the results chapter.  

3. Results 
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The existing method semi-automatic approach won’t use any 

markers in order to indicate specific activities like robbery or sto-

len, harassing using abuse words, murdering someone, attacking 

etc.. For markening about specific activities in the recorded video, 

manual approach requires time to place markers. It is very much 

time taking process in predicting the specific event. This approach 

is not very much recommended and is less feasible in the consid-

ered application such as identification of specific events in pro-

cessing of large size videos of an organization.  

 

The following snapshot specifies the normal working procedure of 

semi-automated approach. 

 
Fig.4. Example for semi- automatic methodology which won’t have mark-

ers for indicating specific events 

 

In order to overcome these issues, and to achieve the result in less 

time, advanced spotter software installed in sensor based cameras 

is preferred. 

 

 
Fig.5. Example for automatic methodology which have colored markers 

for indicating specific events 

 

In the above result obtained, there were colored markers placed at 

two points in the video. One is yellow colored marker indicates 

usage of tools like knife, axe, chains and wild spare parts of a 

vehicle, and second specifies combination of yellow and green in 

which some part involves usage of knifes, and other tools and 

other part consists of usage of gun, pistols, and advanced mission 

guns, etc.. This automatic method also specifies the duration that 

describes starting time slot and ending time slot in colored mark-

ers only. In first activity, time for starting of the activity at 

10:50AM and end time of that activity is 11:03 AM , and the dura-

tion predicted is 10:03 minutes. The second activity also specifies 

the time duration 20:02 minutes that event is present in the record-

ed video from 5:50 PM to 6:12PM. The advantage of this ad-

vanced spotter software is judgment given in very less time using 

customized sensors facility built in cameras. 

 

This automatic approach also be customized using organizations 

management requirements but respective sensors can be used in 

order to identify their customized videos.  

 

The following represents the graph that shows the performance of 

semi-automatic and fully automatic advanced spotter technologies: 

 

 
Fig.6. Performance of advanced spotter automatic  and semi-automatic 

approaches w.r.to time and size 

 

In terms of big size, semi-automatic method takes more time 

whereas automatic advanced spotter takes less time. In terms of 

less size, both the approaches but importantly proposed automatic 

advanced spotter will consume less time. 

4. Conclusion 

In future, the technology proposed might occupy every where in 

providing solution or a witness to all organizations based on their 

demand. The power of this technology is development of custom-

ized sensors in respective to particular organization requirements. 

The managements of the organizations will monitor their organi-

zations inside activities easily without their present every day. The 

goal of this model is achieved such as identification of specific 

events in less time and is not dependent on involved people wit-

ness in giving the judgment. The quick judgment is guaranteed in 

this processing of large size videos using automatic advanced 

spotter technology through customized sensors. 
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